Hollywood Stars Celebrate the Sword In No. 1 iTunes Doc


Supporters of the film include Peter Jackson, Kent Sparling of Skywalker Sound and John Waller of the Royal Armories. The film, revealed at fan conventions this summer, includes a long overdue tribute to Bob Anderson who trained countless Hollywood actors and choreographed many popular movie scenes featuring the sword. From the swashbuckling of Errol Flynn and Johnny Depp to Sean Connery's knightly duels, Anderson has worked with top film talent for over 50 years. Cloaked in the Darth Vader costume Anderson actually performed and choreographed all the Lightsaber duels with Mark Hamill in George Lucas' early Star Wars trilogy.

Delving into the historical martial arts of Europe and the recently discovered ancient Italian, German and Spanish manuals of sword fighting, "Reclaiming the Blade" sheds knew light on a hitherto shadowy subject and period of history. The film holds that the truth of the sword has been shrouded in antiquity, and the Renaissance martial arts that brought it to being are long forgotten.

The narrator of the film, John Rhys-Davies (Indiana Jones, Lord of the Rings), describes, "It's a wonderful movie, writer/director Daniel McNicoll has interwoven a profound story that really resonates."

Regarding his work with Bob Anderson, actor Viggo Mortensen explains in Reclaiming the Blade, "I've had the honor of working with Bob as my sword master... and I learned a lot, not just about sword fighting but about being a man, about being a gentlemen and having a respect for the weapon."

http://www.reclaimingtheblade.com/

"SENSATIONAL AND LONG OVERDUE!"
- IGN, DigiGods

"EPIC AND GRAND!"
- RowThree.com

"EXCELLENT, WONDERFUL!"
- Home Media Magazine

"GEEKS OUT THERE OUGHT TO CHECK OUT THIS INTERESTING NEW DOC."
- New York Post

"INCREDiBLY ENTERTAiNING"
- AMC Filmcritic.com

"TRULY AMAZiNG!"
- Geek Out Online

"ENGAGING AND HIGHLY ENTERTAINING."
- TheOneRing.net

"LONG OVERDUE"
- Film Ink

"A POPULAR CHOICE FOR BOTH MOVIE AND HISTORY BUFFS."
- California Chronicle

"YOU’LL GET A MAJOR KICK OUT OF THIS, AWESOME!"
- Scott Johnson, ExtraLife

"EXHILARATING!"
- Chivalry Today Podcast